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The structure space of maximal ideals in a normecl ring has been
discussed by I. Gelfand and G. Silov _2. Recently, %he s%ructure
space of maximal ideals in a semiring has been considered by W.
Slowikowski and W. Zawadowski 4_ and Che theory has generalized
by he present author and Y. Miyanaga 3J. E.A. Behrens 1 has
considered Che relation of s%ructure spaces formed by three special
classes of ideals of a naring.
In %his Note, we shall consider the structure space of all prime
ideals of a semiring A and the relation of and Che sructure space
of all maximal ideals of A. Throughout the paper, we shall Creat
a commutaive semiring A with a zero 0 and a unit 1. (For detail
of %he definition, see K. Iski and Y. Miyanaga _3.)
An ideal P of A is prime if and only if abe P implies a e P or
b e P. Since A has a unit 1, any maximal ideal is prime, therefore

.

,

.,

we shall take /,= {Plx P, P
for every x o A as an open base of
Then we have he following
then
Theorem 1. Let ?t be a subset of
/t-[P’[ ( P P’ and P’ e

To introduce a opology /on

where *I is the closure of by the topology 7.
Proof. To prove that he contains {P’I )PP’, P’e }, let
P’ e {P’I D P P’, P’ e ?}, and let / be a neighbourhood of P’, then
x

P’, and we have x 0,,P. Therefore, here is a prime ideal P

such %ha% P does not contain x and 7, P. This shows P
If a prime ideal P’ is not in [P’ ( P P’, P’ e .}, then ( P- P’
is not empty. Hence, for xe P-P’, we have xeP, Pe and
x P’. This shows / $ P, P e i and 7, P’. Therefore
The proof is complete.
and hence P’
relative to N-topology implies the
A similar argument for

.

following
Proposition.

Let A be a subset of t, then
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M M’, and M’

where is the closure of I by the topology F.
The proposition has been also proved by W. Slowikowski and
W. Zawadowski [4.
The closure operation --> of satisfies the following relations:

(2)

,

last relaion (3). By Theorem 1,
implies i, and hence l. Lee P
then P 9I and
The sets
and
P. Hence P P’-P, and

We shall prove only

$he

u
P’=P.
P, 2or any elements a, b such hat a P-P,

are ideals. If PP
b P-P, we have ab P and since P is a prime ideal, a P or b e P,
which is a contradiction. Therefore P P. P P P P. Hence
is a To-Space.
Theorem 2. The topological space
Proof. It is sufficien to prove hat (P)- (P) implies P=P.
By P (P), then P P. Similarly P P and we have P-P.
We can easily prove the 2ollowing
Theorem 3. Every prime ideal is maximal, if and only if the
topological space
is a T-space.
In our previous Note [3, we have proved he 2ollowing
is a compact T-space.
Theorem 4. The topological space
be a
Now we shall prove that
is a compact space. Le
family of closed sets such that -0, hen we have

r

.

Suppose that SP A, then here is a maximal
P=.
Hence
ideal M containing XP. Therefore XP M 2or

where

M for every

By

XP=A,

=1, a e

,

every

and we have )I M, which is a contradiction.
he unit 1 may be expressed by a 2orm a + a +... +

.

,

P (i=1, 2,..., n).

for a prime ideal P of

hence P
,=1

follon

DeCCoe
section of a11

1.

Hence

A- P.
=i

e have

Therefore e have
,=i

If
=I

0,

then

PDP (=1, 8,. ., -) d

-0. enee e hsve he

,

e mean he inerBy the -Cocg () of
By
he -eCo ()
P.
deals of A, Le.

prme
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of A, we mean the intersection of all maximal ideals of

A, i.e.

_,

we have r()_r(). Next we shall give a topological condition to be r()-r().
Theorem, 6. The subset
of is dense in
if and only if,

From

r()-r().
Proof. Le

-3 for Che
{PI

topology % then we have

MP}-.

Hence
r(2)--

M_ ) P=r().

.

By the remark above, r()r(). Therefore r()=r().
Conversely, if P e
hen P e and P e
Therefore, there
is a neighbourhood % of P such hat 7Y2-0. Hence r()- P

-,

is a proper subset of
he proof.

M.

Therefore r()-r(), which completes

.

Definition 2. If r()-O, A is said o be semi-simple.
From Theorem 6, we have the following
Theorem 7. If A is semi-simple,
is dense in
3.
If
the
is
zero-ideal
r()
(0), A is said to be pDefinition
semi-simple.
Then we shall prove the following
Theorem 8. Le A be a semi-simple semiring. A is the direct
sum of two semi-simple semirings, if and only if
is separated.
Theorem 9. Let A be a p-semi-simple semiring. A is the direct
sum of two p-semi-simple semirings, if and only if 3 is separated.
The Proof of Theorem 9. Let A be the direct sum of p-semisimple semiriugs A, and A, i.e. A-A,A.. Let I,- [PIA,P,P e 3},
hen
are closed in
Siuce A, is p-semi-simple, A,= ( P
(=P,) and hence

.

,,

A A, A.- P, P..
Therefore ,.-0. To prove that 3-sl,,., if there is a
prime ideal P of
such that Pi, and PI, hen P does not
On
he other hand, A,.A._ A,A.-(O)_ P, hence
and
A,
contain
A.
A,P or AP, which is a contradiction.
I_, I., /, I- b and let
Conversely, let
L. be non-empty
then A,=
and closed in
P (i=1, 2) are ideals, and since A is
p-semi-simple, A,A= (0) and we have A, A= A. From A,- ( P,

,

each

-

,,

is p-semi-simple. The proo is complete.
We can prove Theorem 8 by a similar argument.

A
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We shall discuss Che structure space
ideals of A in a later paper.
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